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While we were talking, all of a sudden thetr dog under the table started whining and when I
looked at him, he was twitching and whining, with rapid eye movements. So I told myticnds
that he must be dreaming, - tlie dog dreamed a dog dreaml As if in his dream, he was fighting
orrunning, Ithtnkmostofuswhoournapetmayhavethesamekirrdofexperierrcr- particularly
with dogs and cats . But we could nwer larow because our pets cannot tell us about their dreams.
Nevertheless, lt ls a very interesting phenomena.

With regard to ourbwn dreams: ever since the dawn of humanity, we were fascinated with
our dreams. The ancient Egrytians, Greeks, Romans, Philisttnes, Hebrews and Chinese, etc.,
theyallhad ahand in dreaminterpretations. Someof themevenhad in theirkin$soremperor's
courts,apriest,whoseresponsibilitywastointerprethisking'soremperor'sdreams. Herelshall
use the eiamples ln the O-ld Testament of the Bible. Because it is most familiar to most of us in
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using the new paradigm in our relatiqrships with our
children, spouse, orfriends is as important as finding al-
temativeorganizatioralplans at work andin politics. In
fact, atthe presentthis paradigm, in contrasttothe indus-
trial paradign, is being more defined at the micro/indi-
vidual lwel than at the grand/social scale. I think the
reason is that this view is challenging the whole history
ofhumanity as a whole and notjust one particular civi-
lization in contrastto, e.g.,the industrialcivilizationthat
was challenging only another civilizaticn, i.e., the me-
diaeval society.

Now if neither nature cqrtrols humankind nor the
human race controls nature, how can human life be
possible. Does that mean that we will be overwhelmed
by nature and live like animals? Not at all. In fact, the
animals are not controlled by nature but are over-
whelmed by it. They are hardly distinguished from
naturefortletermcontrol eventomake sense. Humans,
thanks to language, knowledge, and technologies have
achieved an irreversible "separateness" from nature that
will preclude any kind of submergence. Maybe our
efforts to control nature, and also the attemps of differ-
ent social classes, races & sexes to control their origins
werc necessary steps to achieve a separateness.

The reduction andfinal elimination of work means
the final freedom of humankind from the "dicnrms" of
nature for his survival and humans can begin to have a

total symbiotic relationship with nature without the fear
of being curquered. The same can be true for human
relationships. In other words, for an individual who
does nothave to workthe essentialportion of his/herlife
for survival, it is possible to "dance freely in the air."
Envisioning how we all can whirl together with nature
and each other is the first step to find ways to reach this
symbiosis in different realms of life. This will help
change the whole programming of our human nature of
the last hundred millenia which has been centered on
control. This is a giant and difficult step forhumankind
but once knowing that replacing ore form of control for
another has been fruitless at least in the last quarter
century, then we may start accepting this difficult path
as our only altemative for survival on rhis planet.

If the philosophy of control is superseded, how do
we know if we do not practically fall under the control
of nature or under the control of the mischief-makers. I
think the achievements of the advanced civilizations in
technologies and also in the rccognition ofbasic hrunan
rights are irreversible unless a catasrophe like a nuclear
war or world-wide reversal of the kind of Khomeini
happens. But I think such catastrophes arc more prob-
able o happen if we do not wake I4, soqr enough to
change this paradign of control, a one-time neressary,
yet outrnded characrcristic of the human race. Even
starting to visualize the new paradigm in the different
realms of life will show the futility of Khomeini's kind
of paradise in which one is controlled yet 'well-
treatedt" This way we may begin o see nature and each

other differer*ly, different from what we used to see

when we had utility in mindll

ttre west. Ttrose famous dreams in the Old
Testament are: Jacob's dream of the angels
came down from heaven on a ladder (Genesis
Ch.28); then the dreams and their interpreta-
tions of Joseph (Genesis C}:..37, Ch. 40 and
Ch 4f). Eric Fromm urrote on *ris in a very
enlightened manner. (Scientific American
reprints) Also Fromm's book -The Forgotten
Language' is highly recommended to those
who wish to look into the dream phenomenon
seriously.

There are many di{ferent
ways to look at the dream as a
whole. Most popularviews IVe
come in contact with are that
tJre dream is some sort of omen
to the individual. Yet in a closer
o<amination, we would realize
ttrat dreaming actually is part of
our mind functlon. (Here I
would avoid using the word
"brain' because it may make an
impression that everything
works like a machine.) Since
our mind controls all of our
inner and outer functions
therefore we should pay atten-
tion to our dreams.

Most of us view our dreams as elusive,
because they are unpredictable; some ofour
dreams secm to be very clear and yet some of
them are very mysterious. Here we must be
patient and we must make a careful observa-
tion of our dreams. There are many books
available for us to learn to do thls. We should
choose a method which makes us Gel most
comfortable to observe our dreams. Our
dreams mainly serve as communication ve-
hicles to ourselves. All of our dreams are
unique to us. There are no two individuals
who could have an identical dream. Ftemem-
berdream experiences involve bothvisual and
audio, therefor€ great amount ofvariations do
occur. According to C.G. Jung, there is a
universal kind of dream or a universal theme
of dreams but there are many individual vari-
aflons. That ts why, shrdytng dreams is a
challenge to anyone who wishes to undertake
such a task.

Ever since the dawn of the so called NEW
AGE, dream and dream interpretation have
become one of the most important conscious-
ness ralsfulg tools. If one could understand
the meaning of one's dream this exercise
would prove to be a useful tool for one's
consciousness raising effort. Here in the west
most of us tend to have the expectation, to
receive instructions from the outer world; for
instance, from a teacher or Ciuru of some kind.
But through drea[rsi, in fact, one is to receive
instructions from our inner self. The contents

of ones dream usually are cdd tn both
universal and individual s5rmbolic languages'
This is the reason why our dream messages
are much more appropriate to ourselves
rather than interpreted by a teacher or guru.
Because only the dreamer him or herself
would be able to knovz the meaning of such
message and what is needed to transform
one's life. This is also one of the reasons that
almost all the eastern disciplines teach medl-
tation and understanding visions or dreams.
If we tnrly wtsh to understand our dreams or
the message of our dreams, then we must
become an observer of our dreams. Here what
I mean is that we must be detached from the
emotional element of the dream before we
would be able to analyze our dreams accu-
rately. There is no sirirple way to unravel one's
dreams, therefore we must follow a clear pro-
cedure to do their recording and analyzing
before we could say we truly understand our

dreams. There are many good books and
methods available to us to use. The only thing
we must do ls to choose one that works the
best for us.

Dreams are really a form of language'
therefore the content of the dreams are usu-
ally rich in symbols. These symbols could be
roughly divided into two grouPs; one is known
as 'universal" and the other as "individual.'
As C.G. Jung had noted there are many
dreams symbols that are common to all ethnic
groups all over the world. He investigated the
phenomena thoroughly when he traveled to
the Far East, South and North America, Pol-
ynesian and Afrlcan continent. He found
these people, although worlds apart, shared
comrnon dream qrmbols. These common
symbols are known as 'universal dream
s5rmbols.' The "individual s5rmbols' are
unique to the indtvidual dreamer's own Per-
c€ptions of thetr realities. Therefore it is
harder for others to understand these s5rm-
bols. Due to social situafions, somefimes
these symbols could be understood as social
or ethnic qrmbols. Dreams are not c,onfined to
symbols only. Oftentimes, the content of the
dreams becomes a sSrmbolic event of the
dreamer. Ttrerefore, these symbolic dreams
could be extended to a soclal or universal
evenl Many anclent peoples of this planet
recognized these dream events as prophecies
in their belief systenrs . In bibltcal terms these
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